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Abstract� We prove that every recognizable family of partial k�paths
is de�nable in a counting monadic second�order logic� We also show the
obstruction set of the class of partial k�paths computable for every k�

� Introduction

In ����� B�uchi ��	 showed that a language is regular i
 it is de�nable by some
formula in a monadic second�order logic� MS Here� MS is the extension of the
�rst�order logic that allows quanti�cation over set variables A set of objects is
de�nable by an MS�formula if the formula is true exactly on the members of the
set Thus B�uchi established that recognizability is equivalent to MS�de�nability
for words Doner ��	 then extended this result to ranked trees

Graphs are algebraic objects since any graph can be constructed from smaller
graphs using certain graph operations They are also logical structures since any
graph is completely determined by the set of its vertices and the adjacency
relation on this set Thus the notions of recognizability and de�nability can be
extended to �nite graphs Courcelle ��	 proved that every MS�de�nable set of
�nite graphs is recognizable� but not conversely However� he was able to extend
the result of Doner to unordered unbounded trees using a counting monadic
second�order logic� CMS� an extension of MS that allows modular counting

The question remained whether there was a su�ciently large class of graphs
for which recognizability would imply CMS�de�nability In their study of graph
minors� Robertson and Seymour ���	 introduced the notion of the tree�width of a
graph A graph of tree�width k exhibits certain tree�like structure Such a graph
can be decomposed into subgraphs of size k � � arranged as nodes of a tree
�tree�decomposition� so that the nodes containing a given vertex form a subtree

The class of graphs of tree�width at most k coincides with that of partial k�
trees Among other classes of graphs of bounded tree�width are trees and forests
�tree�width � ��� series�parallel graphs and outerplanar graphs �� ��� and Halin
graphs �� ��

The class of graphs of bounded tree�width plays an important role for another
reason Courcelle showed in ��	 that the MS�theory of the class of partial k�trees
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is decidable Seese ���	 proved that if the MS�theory of a class of �nite graphs
G is decidable� then the graphs in G have uniformly bounded tree�width Thus�
tree�width �characterizes� classes of �nite graphs having decidable MS�theories

Strictly speaking� the above results hold for so�called MS� logic� where MS�
denotes the monadic second�order language using quanti�cation over both vertex
sets and edge sets of graphs� MS� is the language that uses quanti�cation over
vertex sets only �see ��� �	� In this paper� we are using MS� and CMS�

For graphs of tree�width at most k� recognizability is de�ned using a tree
automaton working on the corresponding tree�decompositions� A set G of partial
k�trees G is recognizable if there is a tree automaton that accepts any tree�
decomposition of each graph G � G� and rejects tree�decompositions of graphs
not in G Courcelle ��	 showed that a recognizable set of partial k�trees is CMS�
de�nable for k � � and k � �� and conjectured that recognizability implies
CMS�de�nability of partial k�trees for every k Kaller ��	 proved the case of
k � � and the case of k�connected partial k�trees

We establish that every recognizable set of partial k�paths is CMS�de�nable�
thereby proving a special case of Courcelle�s conjecture A partial k�path� or
graph of bounded path�width� is a partial k�tree for which the corresponding
tree�decomposition is a path�decomposition Partial k�paths are recognized by
�nite automata working on the corresponding path�decompositions

Our second result deals with computing the obstruction sets of minor�closed
graph families The class of partial k�trees �k�paths� is minor�closed and its
obstruction set can be determined from the MS�formula de�ning that class ��	
We describe how to construct the MS�formula de�ning the class of partial k�
paths for every given k As a consequence� the obstruction sets of the classes of
partial k�paths are computable for each k

The remainder of this article is organized as follows� In Sect �� we give
the necessary de�nitions In Sect �� we show that recognizability implies CMS�
de�nability for a generalization of the class of k�connected partial k�paths� the
class of �k� ���paths This is a base case of our solution for arbitrary partial
k�paths which is outlined in Sect �

� Preliminaries

��� Partial k�Paths

We consider �nite and simple graphs G � �V�E�� where V is the vertex�set
and E is the edge�set of G A path�decomposition �or decomposition� of G is a
sequence B � hB�� � � � � Bmi of vertex�subsets� called bags� such that

� every vertex v � V belongs to some bag Bi �� � i � m��
� for each edge e � E� there is a Bi �� � i � m� containing both ends of e�
� for any i� l� j � f�� � � � �mg such that i � l � j� Bi �Bj � Bl

The path�width of a decomposition B � hB�� � � � � Bmi is max��i�mfjBijg���
A decomposition of path�width at most k will be called a k�decomposition� The



path�width of a graph G is the minimum path�width over all decompositions of
G A partial k�path is a graph of path�width at most k

Example �� Graphs G� �Fig �� and G� �Fig �� are partial ��path and ��path�
respectively� with possible decompositions� B�G�� � hf�� �g� f�� �g� f�� �g� f�� �g�
f�� �gi and B�G�� � hf�� ��� �g� f�� ���g�f�����g�f���� �g� f�� �� �gi
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Fig� �� A partial ��path G��
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Fig� �� A partial ��path G��

For a partial k�path G � �V�E� with a decomposition B � hB�� � � � � Bmi�
�rst�v� is the number of the bag where a vertex v � V appears for the �rst
time� ie� �rst�v� � min��l�mfljv � Blg� new�Bi� �i � f�� � � � �mg� is the set of
vertices in Bi that appear in the decomposition for the �rst time� ie� new�Bi� �
fu � Bij�rst�u� � ig� and old�Bi� is the set of vertices in Bi that also appear in
some earlier bag� ie� old�Bi� � Bin new�Bi�

For G and B as above� a vertex u � Br �� � r � m� is called a drop vertex

of Br i
 for every w � V n�ri��Bi� fu�wg �� E The set of all drop vertices of
Br �� � r � m� is denoted by drop�Br � The remaining vertices of Br are called
non�drop vertices of Br � the set of which is denoted by non�drop�Br�

��� CMS�De�nability

A graph G � �V�E� can be viewed as a relational structure �V �E� fpv�pe� Incg��
where pv and pe are unary predicates that de�ne the vertex�set and the edge�set�
respectively� and Inc is the ternary incidence predicate� ie� for any e � E and
u� v � V � Inc�e� u� v� � True i
 e � fu� vg

The language of counting monadic second�order logic corresponding to graphs
G has the usual logical connectives� � ��not��� 	 ��and��� 
 ��or��� � ��if�
then��� and � ��if and only if��� universal �� and existential ��� quanti�ers�
equality symbol �� a sequence u� v� w� � � �� of individual variables� a sequence
U�V�W� � � �� of set variables� the membership symbol �� the unary predicate
symbolsmodp�q� p � q are non�negative integers� and the predicate symbols pv�
pe� and Inc In our interpretation� modp�q�V� � True i
 jSj � p mod q� where
S is the set denoted by the set variable V

A graph property P is called CMS�de�nable over a class of graphs G i
 there
is a CMS�formula � such that for each G � G� G satis�es P i
 � is true on G

Example �� Connectedness of a graph G is an MS�de�nable property�
Connected � V� V� �V� �� � 	 V� �� � 	 V� �V� � V �� Adj�V��V���



Adj�V��V�� � �v� �v� v� � V� 	 v� � V� 	 adj�v��v���
adj�v��v�� � �e Inc�e�v��v���
where �Vi �� �� � �v pv�v� 	 v � Vi �i � �� �� and
�V� �V� � V � � v pv�v�� �v � V� 
 v � V��

Usingmod���� we can express in CMS the property that a given vertex subset
of a graph has even cardinality This cannot be done in MS alone ��	

��� Recognizability

We de�ne the notion of recognizability of partial k�paths in terms of deterministic
�nite automata A � ���Q� �� q�� F � working on extended decompositions A
decomposition �B � hB�� B

�
� � � � � � Bm� B

�
mi is called extended i
 dropping old

vertices and adding new vertices occur separately� ie� B�i � non�drop�Bi��
� � i � m

Example �� Here is an extended ��decomposition of the graph G�� �B�G�� �
hf�� �g� f�g� f�� �g� f�g� f�� �g� f�g�f���g�f�g�f���g� fgi�

Let G � �V�E� be a partial k�path with an extended k�decomposition B �
hB�� � � � � Bmi Let � � V � f�� � � � � k � �g be a labeling function such that any
two distinct vertices in the same bag or in two consecutive bags have di
erent
labels We call such labeling functions admissible by B It is not di�cult to see
that k � � labels always su�ce in the case of extended decompositions For the
labeling function � and any set of vertices W � V � ��W � � �w�W ��w�

For B and � described above� we de�ne the following string 	��B� of colored
undirected graphs on at most k � � vertices� 	��B� � h	��B��� � � � � 	��Bm�i�
where for a bag Bi �� � i � m�� 	��Bi� � �V��Bi�� E��Bi�� such that V��Bi� �
��Bi�� and for every u� u� � Bi� f��u�� ��u��g � E��Bi� i
 fu� u�g � E Let �g

be the set of all colored �with colors �� � � � � k� �� undirected graphs on at most
k � � vertices Clearly� j�gj is bounded by a function of k

A familyG of partial k�paths G is called recognizable i
 there is an automaton
A with the input alphabet �g such that for any G� G � G i
 	��B� � L�A� for
any extended k�decomposition B of G and any labeling function � admissible
by B� and G �� G i
 	��B� �� L�A� for any B and � as above Here L�A� denotes
the language accepted by A

� The Case of �k� ���Paths

��� �k� ���Paths and k�Generative Orders

A connected partial k�path is called a �k� ���path if it allows a k�decomposition
B � hB�� � � � � Bmi satisfying the following conditions�

� old�Bi� � non�drop�Bi��� for every i � f�� � � � �mg�
� drop�Bi� �� � for every i � f�� � � � �mg�



� jnew�Bi�j � � for every i � f�� � � � �mg

Here ��� says that vertices are dropped from a bag as soon as possible� ���
that each bag contains at least one drop vertex� and ��� that exactly one new
vertex is added to form the next bag Note that every k�connected partial k�path
is a �k� ���path

Example �� The graphs G� and G� described earlier are �k� ���paths

To show that a recognizable family G of �k� ���paths G is CMS�de�nable� it
su�ces to de�ne in CMS some extended decomposition for every G and then
use B�uchi�s result for sets of words A decomposition of G can be de�ned if some
linear order on V is known Let � be an arbitrary linear order on V � and let
hv�� � � � � vni be the sequence of vertices in V ordered according to � We de�ne
the sequence B� � hB�� � � � � Bni� where Bi � fvig � fvj jj � i and there is j� �
i st fvj � vj�g � Eg� Clearly� B� is a decomposition of G For a partial k�path
G� a linear order � on V is called k�generative if B� is a k�decomposition
Conversely� from a �k� ���decomposition B of G� one can de�ne a k�generative
linear order on G by setting u to be less than v i
 �rst�u� � �rst�v�� u� v � V �
and ordering the vertices in B� arbitrarily

Thus� to show that recognizability implies CMS�de�nability for �k� ���paths�
it would su�ce to de�ne in CMS a k�generative linear order for every given �k� ���
path However� there are �k� ���paths for which no linear order can be de�ned in
CMS Consider the family of Gn � �f�� �� � � � � ng� En�� where En � ff�� jgj� �
j � ng No linear orders can be CMS�de�ned on Gn� since these graphs have
nontrivial automorphisms� and the size of Gn can be arbitrary large So� in
general� we cannot CMS�de�ne a k�decomposition of a partial k�path

For a partial k�path G� a partial order on V is called k�generative if every
completion to a linear order on V is k�generative We will describe a certain
k�generative partial order� which is MS�de�nable over a suitably colored �k� ���
path Gc Given such a partial order� one can MS�de�ne a tree�decomposition of
G of a special form Since we cannot MS�de�ne a path�decomposition but only
a tree�decomposition� we need CMS to get the formula for recognizability of
Gc� using an extension of B�uchi�s theorem To convert the corresponding CMS�
formula into a formula for the underlying uncolored �k� ���paths G� we �guess�
some coloring of G using a constant number of � quanti�ers� check in MS if it
induces the required structure� and apply our CMS�formula to the colored graph

To MS�de�ne a k�generative partial order on a �k� ���path G with a �k� ���
decomposition B � hB�� � � � � Bmi� we convert G into the directed graph Gd

B �
�V�Ed� using the following algorithm For a bag Br � old�Br� � new�Br� �� �
r � m�� where old�Br� � fu�� � � � � usg and new�Br� � fvg� if fv� ujg � E� then
�v� uj� � Ed That is� we direct the edges from new to old vertices To simplify
the notation� we will often omit the superscript in Ed and the subscript in Gd

B
Now we label Gd as follows For v � new�Br� and every u � old�Br� �

drop�Br� �� � r � m�� we color the arc v � u with some new color This
colored arc will be denoted as a double arrow v � u� and the set of them as E�



If fvg � new�Br� � drop�Br�� we color v with some new color� the same color
for all such vertices� v will be denoted by having a loop arrow

Example 	� For G� de�ned earlier� the �k� ���decomposition B�G�� induces the
labeled digraph Gd

� �Fig ��
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Fig� �� The labeled digraph Gd

�� with double arrows shown as thick single arrows�

��� A k�Generative Partial Order

Given the digraph Gd induced by a �k� ���decompositionB of a �k� ���path G� we

de�ne the following binary relation of strong precedence� denoted by
s
�� on the set

V � for any u� v � V � u
s
� v i
 either �v� u� � E or there is some w � V such that

�u�w� � E and �v� w� � E� The re�exive and transitive closure of
s
�� denoted

by �� is called precedence Semantically� u � v means that �rst�u� � �rst�v�
We extend � so that for any two vertices u � B� and v �� B� incomparable
with respect to �� u is less than v Let �� denote the transitive closure of that
extension Obviously� �� is a k�generative partial order on G

To de�ne the required CMS�formula for recognizability of �k� ���paths� we
need a certain re�nement of �� We color Gd so that the precedence relation �
is completed to a linear order on the set non�drop�B�� We do so by coloring the
non�drop vertices of B� with colors �� � � � � k so that no two vertices are colored
the same We denote this new colored digraph by Gd�

Using Gd� enables us to de�ne the following k sets P�� � � � � Pk For any v �
V � v � Pi �� � i � k� i
 i is the minimum over the labels of the vertices
u � non�drop�B�� such that there is a path of double arrows in the digraph Gd�

from v to u The set N of nodes is de�ned as N � �ki��Pi� the set L of leaves is
de�ned as L � V n �N �B��

Example 
� The digraph Gd
� from Example � can be viewed as Gd�

� with the two
sets of nodes P� � f�� �� �g and P� � f�g� and the set of leaves L � f�� �g

Since no vertex in Gd can have more than one incoming double arrow� each
set Pi� � � i � k� induces a path of double arrows in Gd� Therefore� each Pi is
linearly ordered by � Using this fact� we can MS�de�ne a k�generative partial
order on G that is a linear order on the set of nodes N  We denote this partial
order by �n Note that we could MS�de�ne a tree�decomposition of G using �n



We need to order the leaves that are incomparable with respect to �n By
the de�nition of a �k� ���decomposition� each leaf w � L has at most k outgoing
single arrows pointing to some nodes from di�erent sets P�� � � � � Pk For a leaf
w � L� P �w� denotes the set of nodes to which there are arrows from w� ie�
P �w� � fv � N j�w� v� � Eg We associate with each leaf w � L its characteristic
vector 
�w� � �
��w�� � � � � 
k�w��� where for each � � i � k� 
i�w� � � if
P �w� � Pi �� �� and 
i�w� � � otherwise We extend �n to a new partial order
on V � denoted by �nl� by ordering the leaves incomparable with respect to �n

lexicographically according to their characteristic vectors
For two vertices w�� w� � V � we say that w� and w� are p�equivalent� denoted

by w�
p
� w�� i
 w�� w� � L and P �w�� � P �w�� For the quotient graph Gp �

G�
p
�� �Vp� Ep� we extend �nl to the set Vp in the standard way Clearly� �nl is

a linear order on the set �N �L��
p
� Ordering the drop vertices of B� arbitrarily

yields a k�generative linear order on Gp� denoted by �p We will denote the

digraph Gd� with ordered drop vertices of B� by Gd��



Example �� ForG�� the �k� ���decomposition of the corresponding quotient graph
is B�p � hf��	� ���	� ��	g� f��	� ��	� ��	g�f��	� ��	� ��	g�f��	� ��	� ��	gi� where �u	 denotes
the set of vertices p�equivalent to u� u � V 

��� A CMS�Formula

Let B�p � hB��� � � � � B
�
mi be the �k� ���decomposition of the graph Gp induced by

�p We can construct a �k� ���decomposition of the original graph G as follows
In the sequence B�p� replace B

�
� with B� For every i � f�� � � � �mg� replace B�i �

f�u�	 p�� � � � � �usi	 p�� �w	 p�g� where �w	 p
�
is the new vertex of B�i such that �w	 p

�
�

fw�� � � � � wtig �ti � ��� with the sequence of bags B�w�� � fu�� � � � � usi� w�g� � � � �
B�wti� � fu�� � � � � usi� wtig Let B

� denote thus constructed decomposition of G

Example � For G�� two decompositions B� are possible� hf�� ��� �g� f�� ���g�
f�� �� �g� f�� �� �g� f�� ���gi or hf�� ��� �g� f�� ���g�f���� �g� f�� �� �g� f�� �� �gi

Let us convert B�p into the extended decomposition �B�p and color Gp with

some labeling function �p � Vp � f�� � � � � k � �g admissible by �B�p Let us also
convert the decompositionB� of G into the extended decomposition �B� and color
the graph Gwith the labeling function � � V � f�� � � � � k��g such that� for every
v � V � ��v� � �p��v	 p�� The labeling function � is admissible by �B� since no leaf
appears in two consecutive bags Note that the symbols in the alphabet �g that

correspond to the bags �B��w�� and �B��w��� for any two
p
��leaves w� and w�� are

identical Let 	�p� �B
�
p� � h	�� 	��� � � � � 	m� 	m�i Then 	�� �B�� can be obtained

from 	�p� �B
�
p� by repeating every subsequence h	i� 	i�i �� � i � m� j�w	 p

�
j times�

where new�B�i� � f�w	 p
�
g It can be shown that 	�p�

�B�p� is MS�de�nable
Let A � ��g � Q� �� q�� F � be the automaton recognizing a family G of �k� ���

paths G To obtain the required CMS� formula for recognizability of G� we use an
extension of B�uchi�s result to words that are de�ned as sequences of substrings



given with their multiplicities �in our case� the sequences 	�p�
�B�p� with the

cardinalities of the corresponding p�equivalence classes� By �niteness of A� to
determine the behavior of A on a substring � repeated t times� it su�ces to
know t mod a for some constant a dependent on A Therefore� every recognizable
family of colored �k� ���paths Gd��

is CMS�de�nable
Let � be the CMS�formula checking the recognizability of suitably colored

�k� ���paths We state without proof that there is an MS�formula �adm verifying
that a given coloring c of a �k� ���path G is such that G is recognized by A
i
 � holds for G colored by c Then the required CMS�formula for uncolored
�k� ���paths G is the following� � �coloring c of G� �adm�c� 	 ��Gc�

Theorem�� Every recognizable family of �k� ���paths is CMS�de�nable�

� The General Case

��� Nice Decompositions

In general� a partial k�path is not necessarily a �k� ���path� consider the partial
��path G� from Example � with the new edge connecting vertices � and � We
generalize our de�nition of �k� ���decomposition as follows A decompositionB �
hB�� � � � � Bmi of G is called nice i
 all of the following conditions hold�

� old�Bi� � non�drop�Bi��� for every i � f�� � � � �mg�
� drop�Bi� �� � for every i � f�� � � � �mg�
� for any i � f�� � � � �mg� if jnew�Bi�j  �� then

�a� for any v � �mj�inew�Bj�� each decomposition hB�� � � � � Bi��� old�Bi� �
fvg� C�� � � � � Csi of G is such that drop�old�Bi� � fvg� � �� and

�b� for any subset S � new�Bi�� each decomposition hB�� � � � � Bi��� old�Bi��
S�C�� � � � � Csi of G is such that drop�old�Bi� � S� � �

Here ��� and ��� are as those for �k� ���decompositions� and ��� says that if
more than one new vertex is added to form Bi� then both �a� there was no single
non�added vertex to choose instead of the set new�Bi� so that Bi contained a
drop vertex and �b� new�Bi� is a minimal set with respect to set inclusion such
that Bi contains a drop vertex

It is not di�cult to show that every k�decomposition can be converted into
a nice k�decomposition We call a nice k�decomposition B � hB�� � � � � Bmi a
�k� p��decomposition for some � � p � k i
 jnew�Bi�j � p for all � � i � m A
partial k�path allowing a �k� p��decomposition will be called a �k� p��path

Let B � hB�� � � � � Bmi be a nice k�decomposition of a partial k�path G The
family of sets new�Bi� �� � i � m� forms a partitioning of the vertex�set V of G

We call the corresponding equivalence on V the ��equivalence� denoted by
�
� The

decomposition B also induces a linear order on the quotient set V�
�
�� denoted

by �� Clearly� given the pair �
�
������ we can reconstruct the decomposition B

of G Although we can MS�de�ne the ��equivalence when G is suitably colored�
it is impossible to MS�de�ne ��



We will divide a k�decomposition of a partial k�path G into a sequence of
monotonic pieces whose structure resembles that of �k� ���decompositions For�
mally� a contiguous subsequence hBi� � � � � Bi�li �� � i� i� l � m� of a decomposi�
tion B � hB�� � � � � Bmi is called monotonic i
 jnew�Bi�j  � and jnew�Br�j � �
for each i � r � i � l The nice decomposition B can then be viewed as a se�
quence of monotonic pieces hM�� � � � �Mdi� where Ms � hBis � � � � � Bjsi for each
� � s � d Note that a nice decomposition is de�ned so that it is monotonic as
long as possible� then there is a �jump� � more than one new vertex is added
to a bag � which starts a new monotonic piece� and so on

We de�ne the sets new�Ms� � �jsr�isnew�Br� �� � s � d� the family of which
forms a partitioning of the vertex�set V of G The corresponding equivalence on

V is called ��equivalence and denoted by
�
� This sequence of monotonic pieces

also induces a linear order on the quotient set V�
�
�� denoted by �� Some k�

decomposition of G �possibly di
erent from B� can be constructed given
�
��

�
��

and �� Again� we can MS�de�ne the ��equivalence on a suitably colored graph�
but not ��

��� k�Generative Structures

For a partial k�path G� a triple �
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

������ where
�
�
�

and
�
�
�

are equivalences

on V and ��� is a linear order on V�
�
�
�

� is called a linear k�generative structure

on G i
 there exists some nice k�decomposition B of G such that
�
�
�

and
�
�
�

are
the ��equivalence and ��equivalence� respectively� induced by B� and ��� is the
linear order on ��equivalence classes induced by B For a partial k�path G� a

triple �
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

������ where
�
�
�

and
�
�
�

are equivalences on V and ��� is a partial

order on V�
�
�
�

� is called a partial k�generative structure on G i
 any completion
of ��� to a linear order yields a linear k�generative structure on G

Let
�
� and

�
� be the ��equivalence and ��equivalence� respectively� induced

by some nice k�decomposition of a partial k�path G Let � be the precedence

relation de�ned similarly to the case of �k� ���paths� and let
�

� be the extension

of � to the quotient set V�
�
� in the standard way The triple �

�
��

�
��

�

�� is not

necessarily a partial k�generative structure on G One reason is that each
�
��class

�u	 �
�
�u � V � contains several vertices all of which must be put in the same bag

The other reason is that �u	 �
�
can �contribute� more non�drop vertices than drop

vertices We did not have the latter problem in the case of �k� ���paths� because
there adding a new vertex always produced at least one drop vertex

To get around these problems� we put consecutive monotonic pieces of the
k�decomposition B of G into sequences of minimal length such that the num�
ber of non�drop vertices produced by each sequence� except the �rst one� is
at most that of drop vertices More formally� let � � hMs� � � � �Mti be a con�
tiguous subsequence of a nice k�decomposition B that corresponds to the se�
quence of bags hBis � � � � � Bjti We de�ne the balance of �� bal���� as bal��� �



jnon�drop�Bjt�j � jold�Bis �j A contiguous subsequence � of monotonic pieces
is called balanced if bal��� � � and no proper non�empty pre�x of � is of non�
positive balance

Let B � hM�� � � � �Mdi� where Ms� � � s � d� is a monotonic piece We
divide B into disjoint subsequences of monotonic pieces ��� � � � � �r such that
B � �� � � ��r � �� � hM�i� and each �i� � � i � r� is balanced It can be shown
that every �i� � � i � r� corresponds to a �k� k����subdecomposition of G The
sets new��i�� � � i � r� de�ned in an obvious way induce a partitioning of V  The

corresponding equivalence is called ���equivalence and is denoted by
��� Recur�

sively� we partition each �i� � � i � r� into �i�� � � � � �
i
s and de�ne ���equivalence

classes Each �ij � � � j � s� corresponds to a �k� k� ���subdecomposition of G
We stop after k steps when every �not necessarily balanced� sequence � consists
of a single monotonic piece and corresponds to a �k� ���subdecomposition of G�
also note that �k�equivalence coincides with ��equivalence

Then we de�ne partial orders on these �i�equivalence classes� denoted by
�i

�� � � i � k� satisfying the following condition� for any completions of
�i

� to
linear orders �i� � � i � k� such that �j is a re�nement of �i for every j  i

�ie� the restriction of �j to V�
�i� coincides with �i�� the triple �

�
��

�
���k� is a

linear k�generative structure on G These partial orders as well as �i�equivalences
can be MS�de�ned for suitably colored connected partial k�paths thanks to the
properties of nice decompositions

��� De�ning a CMS�Formula

We partition our set of �i�equivalence classes into the sets of �i�nodes and �i�

leaves� � � i � k Then we re�ne each partial order
�i

�� � � i � k� to a linear order
on the set of �i�nodes within each �i���equivalence class� every two vertices of
G are ���equivalent However� we cannot order leaves in the same way as we did
in the case of �k� ���paths� because now they are not necessarily single vertices
but instead correspond to sequences of bags� and hence to words over �g

Let A � ��g� Q� �� q�� F � be an automaton recognizing our family of partial
k�paths We call two incomparable �i�leaves within the same �i���equivalence
class� � � i � k� �i�equivalent if the corresponding words �� and �� over �g

are such that for each q � Q� ���q� ��� � ���q� ���� where �� is the extended
transition function of A To determine if two leaves are �i�equivalent� we need to
know the behavior of A on the sequences of bags corresponding to those leaves

The above discussion suggests the following �bottom�up� procedure which
can be encoded in CMS We de�ne the sequence of bags corresponding to each
�k�equivalence class as in the case of �k� ���paths� since each �k�equivalence class
is the set of new vertices of a monotonic piece Then we convert this sequence
into the word � over �g and compute the behavior of A on � This behavior is a
map fromQ toQ� which can be presented as a state�vector q��� of length jQj For

each �k���equivalence class C� two �k�leaves C
� and C�� in C�

�k� are �k�equivalent

i
 q�C�� � q�C��� We extend the partial order on the set C�
�k� to a linear order



on C� � �C�
�k���

�k� by ordering incomparable leaves lexicographically according
to their state�vectors Let hC�� � � � � Csi be thus ordered sequence of elements of
C� The behavior of A on C is de�ned as q�C� � q�C��

t� � � � � � q�Cs�
ts � where

ti � jCij� � � i � s� and � is the composition By �niteness of Q� q�C� can be
de�ned in CMS Continuing in this manner will give us� after k steps� the vector
q�G� describing the behavior of A on the entire k�decomposition of G The graph
G is recognized by A i
 q�G� maps q� to some �nal state of A

Thus� we can de�ne a CMS�formula for recognizability of suitably colored
connected partial k�paths As in the case of �k� ���paths� there is an MS�formula
��adm so that recognizability implies CMS�de�nability for connected partial k�
paths Note that the formula � �coloring c of G� ��adm�c� is true on G i
 G is a
partial k�path� so the obstruction set of the class of partial k�paths is computable

For a disconnected partial k�path G� we compute the state�vectors for its
connected components� order these vectors lexicographically� and compute their
composition in CMS Together with Courcelle�s result this yields our main claim

Theorem�� Recognizability equals de�nability for partial k�paths�
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